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RAPPORT CEA-R-6133 – Stéphanie MENARD 
 
«ZADIG : amélioration du traitement Bremsstrahlung et traitement de l’annihilation en 
vol» 
 
Résumé - Le code ZADIG produit les constantes multigroupes pour le code Monte Carlo de 
transport DIANE qui ne transporte pas les électrons et positrons. Cependant, ZADIG prend en 
compte la production de photons par rayonnement de freinage (Bremsstrahlung) des électrons et 
positrons au cours de leur ralentissement car l'effet peut être très important dans le transport des 
gammas de haute énergie. ZADIG ne distingue pas les électrons des positrons excepté pour 
l'annihilation des positrons. Cependant, cette distinction peut être activée par l'utilisateur du 
code. Ce rapport présente les derniers développements apportés sur le modèle Bremsstrahlung de 
ZADIG et sur le traitement de l'annihilation. Les positrons peuvent s'annihiler soit en vol soit au 
repos dans la dernière version de ZADIG. Comme MCNP ne traite pas l'annihilation en vol, les 
résultats des calculs ZADIG-DIANE sont comparés aux résultats obtenus avec GEANT4 dans le 
but de valider le traitement de l'annihilation. Les résultats des calculs effectués avec MCNP sont 
également présentés.  
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RAPPORT CEA-R-6133 – Stéphanie MENARD 
 
«ZADIG : latest improvements to Bremsstrahlung treatment and in-flight annihilation 
scheme » 

 
Abstract - Multigroup cross sections for the 3D Monte Carlo transport code DIANE are 
produced by the ZADIG code. Although DIANE does not transport the electrons and positrons, 
the production of Bremsstrahlung photons induced by the electrons and positrons during their 
slowing down is taken into account in the ZADIG code because the electron-gamma cascade is 
an important process in high energy gamma ray transport. ZADIG does not distinguish positrons 
from electrons except for the positron annihilation. However, the user can turn on this 
distinction. This report presents the latest improvements to the Bremsstrahlung model of ZADIG 
and to the positron annihilation algorithm implemented in the code. Positrons can annihilate 
either in flight or at rest in the latest release of ZADIG. As MCNP does not take into account the 
annihilation in flight, results of ZADIG-DIANE calculations are compared to the results of 
GEANT4 in order to validate the annihilation scheme of ZADIG. MCNP results are also 
presented.  
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Introduction

The ZADIG code is employed to produce multigroup cross sections for the 3D Monte
Carlo transport code DIANE [1]. A detailed description of the physical algorithm
implemented in ZADIG for the simulation of the electron-gamma cascade can be found
in the publication of D. Riz [2].

A charged particle passing through matter can slow down in two different ways:
inelastic collisions and emission of radiation. For electrons, Berger and Seltzer gave
the following approximation for the critical energy Ec, energy at which the two energy
losses are equal: Ec = (800MeV )

Z+1.2 [3]. It corresponds to about 10 MeV for lead and 100
MeV for air and polyethylene. So this phenomenon can not be neglect in our calculations.

The Bremsstrahlung scheme of the ZADIG code is based on the model devel-
oped by C.M. Diop, A. Assad and collaborators at CEA/Saclay [4, 5]. Only the
electron/positron displacement is neglected, not the diffusion, the model consists in
calculating the transfer matrix G(k,k’,µ) from an initial photon with the energy k
to a secondary Bremsstrahlung photon with the energy k’ and angular deflection µ.
Incident photons produce electrons and positrons by pair production and Compton
scattering. Then, these charged particles while in motion can loose their energy by
emitting Bremsstrahlung photons in passing through matter. ZADIG calculations do
not follow the full electron/positron transport. However, ZADIG produces them and
assumes their destruction at the same location.

The electron/positron transport is divided into many thin slabs where
Bremsstrahlung sources Si(Ti, k

′, µ) are calculated as functions of the kinetic energy
Ti of the incident projectile entering in each ith slab and the emitted photon energy k’.
Then the total Bremsstrahlung source P(T,k’,µ) corresponding to the fully absorption of
the electron/positron with an inital kinetic energy T is deduced from the sum of the slab
sources. So the transfer matrix consists in summing the total Bremsstrahlung sources
weighted by the angular and/or energy distributions of electrons/positrons produced by
pair production or Compton reaction.

To calculate the Bremsstrahlung sources Si(Ti, k
′, µ), ZADIG samples the gamma

energy according to the Bremsstrahlung cross sections, differential in photon energy,
tabulated by Seltzer and Berger [6].

As Bremsstrahlung photons are assumed to be produced at the same location as
the electron/positron, a weighting factor is applied to the Bremsstrahlung sources
Si(Ti, k

′, µ) in order to take into account the further attenuation of photons. This
factor is evaluated from the thickness crossed by the electron/positron before penetrat-
ing the ith slab in conjunction with the gamma cross section. However, to avoid an
over-estimation due to the cross sections of lower energy photons or strong penetration



of the electrons, this factor is limited to 1.5 [7]. The application of this factor is turned
on for the calculations of this report.

The Bremsstrahlung photon angular sampling based on the Sauter cross section
2BN presented by Koch and Motz in their publication [8] was turned off on the
calculations presented in this report.

This report presents the latest improvements to the Bremsstrahlung model of the
ZADIG code and the method of treating the annihilation of positrons while in motion
implemented in the code.



Chapitre 1

Improvements to Bremsstrahlung

treatment of ZADIG

This section focuses on the Bremsstrahlung cross sections, differential in emitted
photon energy, for electron interactions. The new version of ZADIG allows the user to
choose among four databases. Although these data are based on the evaluation from
Seltzer and Berger, there are rather slight differences which depend on the energies of
the electron and emitted photons [6, 9].

ZADIG allows the distinction between electrons and positrons. However, the de-
fault Bremsstrahlung treatment of ZADIG turns off this capability because the MCNP
code [10], which does not distinguish these particles, is used to validate the develop-
ments implemented in the ZADIG and DIANE codes. So, the stopping powers and
Bremsstrahlung spectra for positrons are similar to those of electrons in the calculations
presented in this section.

1.1 Evaluation from Seltzer and Berger

Seltzer and Berger prepared a database of total Bremsstrahlung cross sections
(electron-nucleus Bremsstrahlung and electron-electron Bremsstrahlung), differential in
emitted photon energy, for all elements, Z=1 to 100, based on the synthesis of various
theorical results [6]. The method is described in detail in their publication [9] and is
summarized below.

For Bremsstrahlung in the coulomb field of the atomic nucleus, the results combine:

• for electron energies below 2 MeV, the results from numerical partial-wave calcu-
lations in the field of screened nucleus by Pratt, Tseng and collaborators [11]

• for electron energies above 50 MeV, the analytical high-energy theory, with
Coulomb corrections, of Davies and Olsen [12, 13], supplemented by the Elwert
Coulomb correction factor [14] and the theory of the high-frequency limit given
by Jabbur and Pratt [15]. In the high-energy region, the effect of screening was
included with use of Hartree-Fock atomic form factors from Hubbell et al [16, 17].

• for electron energies between 2 and 50 MeV, a cubic spline interpolation scheme
was applied to the scaled cross sections obtained by the two previous theories in
order to bridge the gap.



Bremsstrahlung in the field of the atomic electrons was calculated according to the
Haug theory [18], combined with screening corrections evaluated on the basis of the high-
energy approximation of Wheeler and Lamb [19] and the use of Hartree-Fock incoherent
scattering factors from Hubbell et al [16].

1.2 Description of the four evaluations: Saclay, ITS,

GEANT, EEDL

The previous version of the ZADIG code used the data files provided by Assad [20]
for 16 atoms in conjunction with the use of the GEANT [21] parametrized function
S(x) = Ck dσ

dk
. To obtain this function, GEANT developers fitted Bremsstrahlung cross

sections dσ

dk
, differential in photon energy k, for Z =6, 13, 29, 47, 74 and 92 in the electron

kinetic energy range 1 keV-10 GeV tabulated by Seltzer and Berger [9]. The Saclay files,
provided by A. Assad, contain the values of the scaled Bremsstrahlung cross sections
evaluated by Seltzer and Berger and tabulated for 26 values of the electron kinetic energy
T extending from 1 keV to 200 MeV and for 14 values of the ratio of photon-to-electron
energy k/T extending from 0 to 1. The user could choose either of the two evaluations
for 16 atoms and only GEANT for the other elements.

A new capability in the ZADIG code allows the user to choose two other evaluations:
ITS or EEDL. The new evaluated data files are the improved database of Bremsstrahlung
production cross sections described in ITS version 3.0 [22] and the Livermore Evaluated
Electron Data Library (EEDL) in the ENDF-6 Format (tape 710 of the data library
ENDF/B-VI release 8) [23].

All of these four evaluations are based on the results of Seltzer and Berger. The
database from ITS contains 100 elements instead of 16, and more values (57 values for
electron energy and 30 values for k/T ratio) than the Saclay files. Moreover, Seltzer and
Berger belong to the development team of ITS so they used the database published in
[6]. The Livermore Evaluated Electron Data Library (EEDL) was produced by Cullen
[24]. His aim was to provide a table that can be interpolated using a linear variation
in energy. However the energy distributions are tabulated for few electron energies in
comparison with Saclay and ITS evaluations. Bob MacFarlane had translated the EEDL
database from the Livermore ENDL to the ENDF-6 Format.
Table 1.1 summarizes the specifications of each evaluation.

Table 1.1: Four evaluations

Source Electron energies: T k/T values Remarks

Saclay 26 14 16 atoms

GEANT - - all atoms, parametrization

ITS 57 30 all atoms

EEDL-ENDF > 5 depends on T all atoms

1.3 Influence of the evaluations on ZADIG results

This section aims to illustrate the influence of the evaluation’s origin on the results of
multigroup matrices calculated using constant weighting photon flux (=1). The energy
transfer cross sections have been calculated by ZADIG for 67 energy bins between 50



keV and 20.1 MeV. Futhermore, positrons have been assumed to be treated in the same
way as the electrons: same Bremsstrahlung cross sections and same stopping powers
(default treatment of ZADIG). Turning on the positron physics will affect the values
of the cross sections because positrons produce less Bremsstrahlung photons but the
trends observed between the evaluations are similar to those described below.

Figures 1.1 and 1.2 present the results of the ZADIG calculations of the energy
transfer cross sections divided by the ZADIG solution obtained with the ITS evaluation.
ITS results are used as normalized solution because these evaluated data are:

• available for all elements,

• provided by the authors of the database themselves: Berger and Seltzer (developers
of ITS code),

• used in MCNP calculations (el03 table) [10].

The photon weighting factor described in the introduction was used.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison for energy transfer cross sections for lead: from 10-11 MeV at
left, from 19.9-20.1 MeV at right

The results using Saclay data agree with the results of ITS except for Tungsten.
The large discrepancy observed on Figure 1.2, especially at the lowest energies, between
the two calculations is due to the fact that the Saclay file contains only the factor η,
which allows the calculation of the Bremsstrahlung production in the field of the atomic
electrons, not the total Bremsstrahlung cross sections.

The results obtained with the EEDL data file provided by Cullen and MacFarlane
stand out from the remainder. These results show a very strong energy dependent devia-
tion from the ITS solution because a linear interpolation scheme is applied on the energy
distributions of the emitted photons available for a few electron energies for each atom.
A cubic spline interpolation would be more suitable to obtain the Bremsstrahlung cross
sections at the electron energies requested by ZADIG. For example, ITS file contains
the distributions for 17 electron energies compared to 3 for Cullen data in the electron
energy range extending from 0.2 to 20 MeV. However, the interpolation scheme provided
in this EEDL-ENDF data file is a linear one.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison for energy transfer cross sections for tungsten: from 10-11 MeV
at left, from 19.9-20.1 MeV at right

The results obtained with the parametrized function proposed by GEANT (version
4) lead to an underestimation of 10% maximum. Moreover, the widest deviations are
observed at the lowest photon energies.

1.4 Influence of the interpolation scheme

The algorithm of ZADIG, which calculates the Bremsstrahlung sources, uses a linear
interpolation of the Bremsstrahlung cross sections. Calculations were performed with
the ITS database in order to assess the effect of a cubic spline interpolation scheme on
ZADIG results. Figure 1.3 illustrates the influence on the energy transfer cross section
for lead for photons from [19.9-20.1] MeV. The difference does not exceed 0.8%. The
results of the two calculations are equal at the highest energies because the variations
of the cross sections are well reproduced by the evaluated data while as at the lowest
energies, values of k/T are not sufficient to reproduce this phenomenon.

The scheme consists in interpolating by cubic splines the scaled total Bremsstrahlung
cross sections for each value of k/T. Then the scaled cross sections are determined at
the energies of the incident projectile entering in each slab. Finally, these cross sections
are used as input for the cubic spline interpolation on the k/T range [0.-0.8] in order
to calculate the Bremsstrahlung cross sections at the requested energies of the incident
electron and emitted photon. Such method was employed by Pratt and his collaborators
[25].

This interpolation is applied only to the data provided by ITS in order to not affect
the results obtained with the oldest versions of ZADIG using GEANT and/or Saclay
evaluations.
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1.5 Positron physics

The default treatment of ZADIG does not distinguish positrons from electrons except
for the positron annihilation. However, the user can turn on this distinction. Then
ZADIG calculates the weighting factors required to determine the stopping powers and
the Bremsstrahlung cross sections for positrons.

The radiative stopping-power values for positrons are deduced from those for elec-
trons using the GEANT4 parametrization of the ratio η of the radiative stopping power
for positrons to that for electrons. For the collision stopping power, differences between
particles arise because, by definition, an electron can loose half its energy in a single
collision whereas a positron can losoe all its energy. So, the Berger-Seltzer formula,
in which positrons and electrons are distinguishable, is used to calculate the collision
stopping powers [2, 21].

The positron Bremsstrahlung spectra are determined from those of electrons weight-
ing by the simple function provided by GEANT which is based on the results of Kim
[26]. This function depends on η and values of k/T where k is the emitted photon energy
and T is the incident projectile kinetic energy.



 



Chapitre 2

The in-flight annihilation of a

positron

This section aims to present the annihilation scheme of the ZADIG code. Positrons
can annihilate either in flight or at rest. As MCNP does not take into account the
annihilation in flight [10], results of ZADIG-DIANE calculations are compared to the
results of GEANT4 in order to validate the scheme of ZADIG. MCNP results are also
presented.

2.1 Probability for annihilation of positron while in mo-

tion

Following the developpers of the codes EGS5 [27] and PENELOPE [28], the two photon
positron-electron annihilation cross section in ZADIG is described by the Heitler formula
[29]:

σ(Z,E) =
Zπre

2

γ + 1

[

γ2 + 4γ + 1

γ2
− 1

ln

(

γ +
√

γ2
− 1

)

−

γ + 3
√

γ2
− 1

]

(2.1)

where the electron is assumed to be free and at rest, Z is the atomic number of the
material, E is the total energy of the incident positron, γ = E

mc2
and re is the classical

electron radius.
Figure 2.1 shows the probability for annihilation-in-flight of fully absorbed positron

in Tungsten as a function of the positron kinetic energy.

2.2 Annihilation scheme of the ZADIG code

For each slab used to calculate the Bremsstrahlung sources, ZADIG evaluates the
probability for the annihilation while in motion of the incident positron in order to
weight Bremsstrahlung sources. For each positron energy, ZADIG determines first the
minimum and maximum values of the fraction of total energy (E + mc2) transferred
to one photon. Then the energy distribution of annihilated photons is sampled within
those limits using the differential cross section [27, 29]:

dσ(Z,E)

dε
=

Zπre
2

γ − 1

1

ε

[

1 +
2γ

(γ + 1)2
− ε −

1

(γ + 1)2
1

ε

]

(2.2)

where ε is the fraction of the total energy transferred to the lowest energy photon.
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Figure 2.1: Probability for in-flight annihilation of absorbed positron in Tungsten as a
function of kinetic energy

The two generated photons are emitted with an isotropic angular distribution like
the photons emitted when the positron comes to rest before annihilation.

Last, in-flight annihilation sources are calculated for each slab and then are used to
calculate the normalized matrix for pair production.

2.3 Validation

The MCNP code does not take into account the in-flight annihilation of a positron
with an electron at rest. Moreover, positron physics in MCNP is treated in the same way
as electron physics except for the annihilation process of the positron at rest. Stopping
powers and Bremsstrahlung production are identical for electrons and positrons. So
some comparisons were made with the GEANT4 code which allows the transport of the
positrons. The results obtained with MCNP are also presented.

We consider a lead sphere of 10 cm radius with a 20 MeV point isotropic source of
photons in the center (cf appendix A). The codes calculate the surface photon leakage
flux. The electron transport in MCNP calculations is turned on. The GEANT code
proposes three models for electromagnetic physics, the standard model was used in the
GEANT calculations made by I. Lantuéjoul [30] because it is applicable for the energies
of our study. Furthermore, it includes the processes for positron interactions and the
GEANT model based on the PENELOP physics does not apply a factor dependent on
the emitted photon energy to calculate the Bremsstrahlung cross sections for positron
despite the work of Longhuan Kim et al [26]. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the results of the
calculations with and without the annihilation process. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 provide the
results of the total of photon flux calculated by the different codes. The influence of the
annihilation is 10.50% on the total photon flux and is of 6% when results are compared
to the flux calculated with only annihilation at rest.

The fluctuations observed on Figure 2.3 at the highest energies on the GEANT4
results are due to the energy binning (0.1 MeV) of the calculations. The ratios of the



Table 2.1: Results with and without annihilation

Code Annihilation Options of the calculation Total flux

GEANT4 OFF standard electromagnetic model 7.87E-02

GEANT4 ON standard electromagnetic model 8.63E-02

ZADIG-DIANE OFF ”positron physics” 6.55E-02

ZADIG-DIANE ON ”positron physics” 7.24E-02
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Figure 2.2: Results of the calculations with and without annihilation



results with annihilation divided by the results without present similar trends between
0.6 and 10 MeV for the two codes (GEANT and ZADIG-DIANE), in other words an
influence of 5%, so the annihilation scheme programmed in ZADIG is satisfying and
then can be assumed to be validated. The discrepancy between the GEANT4 and
ZADIG-DIANE results might be due to the following points:

• GEANT4 transports electrons and positrons,

• ZADIG does not take into account the photoelectric effect,

• ZADIG does not sample any angular distribution for pair production,
Bremsstrahlung and annihilation processes whereas the standard electromagnetics
model of GEANT4 employs an approximated function based on the Tsai energy-
angle distribution to sample the polar angles [21].

The evaluation of the uncertainties involved by these differences will require new capa-
bilities both to ZADIG and DIANE codes.
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2.4 Influence of the models: ”positron physics” in ZADIG,

energy indexing algorithm in MCNP

Table 2.2 reports the results of two calculations with ZADIG-DIANE turning on/off
the positron physics presented in the paragraph 1.5. The influence of this treatment on
the ZADIG-DIANE results is also shown on Figure 2.4. MCNP uses similar stopping
powers and Bremsstrahlung cross sections for both electrons and positrons. The anni-
hilation of a positron with an electron occurs when the positron comes to rest. Two
gamma of 511 keV are then emitted. For the purpose of the comparison with MCNP,
the in-flight annihilation of ZADIG-DIANE was turned off. The MCNP energy indexing
algorithm, which is a default option in MCNP4C, uses the transport parameters from
the energy bin in which the electron currently resides while the ITS energy indexing
algorithm, which is a parameter of the DBCN card (cf. appendix A), uses the nearest
bin and thus is more accurate. The influence of the differences between these algo-
rithms has been investigated by several authors [31, 32, 33]. The trend observed in this
study is similar to the published results. MCNP version 5 release 1.4 allows the user
to choose a new energy energy- and step- specific method (DBCN 17J 2) described in
the paper of H.G. Hughes [34]. It will be interesting to study the influence of this new
logic on our simple problem. The deviation between the results of the ZADIG-DIANE
and MCNP4C using ITS algorithm is 4% for calculations without distinction between
electrons and positrons. The effect of turning on positron physics is about 6% on the
total photon flux.

As explained before, ZADIG has a default treatment for Bremsstrahlung production:
no distinction between electrons and positrons, annihilation of the positron at rest. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows the results of ZADIG-DIANE calculations using both in-flight annihilation
and positron physics normalised to the results calculated with the default treatment of
ZADIG. The maximum deviation (7.5%) is observed on the 511 keV peak produced by
the annihilation at rest. However, the influence on the total photon flux is only 1%.

Table 2.2: Total photon flux: Influence of the models

Code Options of the calculation Total flux

ZADIG-DIANE positron physics, annihilation at rest 6.89E-02

ZADIG-DIANE default treatment: 7.32E-02
without positron physics, annihilation at rest

MCNP4C Electron transport - MCNP Style 8.00E-02

MCNP4C Electron transport - ITS Style 7.58E-02
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Figure 2.4: ZADIG-DIANE calculations with only annihilation at rest with and without
distinction between electron and positrons physics. Comparison with MCNP.
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Figure 2.5: Influence of the in-flight annihilation compared to the default treatment



 



Appendix A

MCNP Input File

C LEAD SPHERE
1 1 -11.35 -1 imp:p=1
2 0 1 imp:p=0

1 so 10.

mode e p
cut:e j 0.057
cut:p j 0.05
phys:e 22
phys:p 22
m1 82000.03p elib=03e 1
sdef erg=d1 pos=0 0 0
si1 19.9 20.1
sp1 0 1
f1:p 1
e1 0. 200i 20.1
nps 1e7
prdmp 1e6 3j
c ITS energy indexing algorithm
DBCN 17j 1
print 85
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